
Gun registration and gun control are always followed by gun confiscation which is always 
followed by genocide and other government atrocities against disarmed populations.  Gun 
grabbers are socialist tyrants who rule over the compliant, exterminate opponents, and enrich 
themselves.  The last century is replete with the murder of millions of defenseless people by 
tyrannical socialist government entities (China, Soviet Union, Nazi Germany, North Korea, Cuba, 
et al). 
 
Although the globalists at the top of the leftist political hierarchy know the real agenda is gun 
confiscation, the typical gun control advocate seems incapable of grasping that liberty has 
endured in America because of an armed citizenry constraining government tyranny while 
deterring criminal behavior.  Driven by the UN Small Arms Treaty signed without Senate 
approval by Obama’s Secretary of State John Kerry in September 2013,  government at all levels 
is aggressively seeking to criminalize the right to keep and bear arms except by police and 
government agencies which have spent billions in the last few years on automatic weapons and 
hollow-point ammunition.  That is the definition of a police state to which America is 
“progressing” through leftist gun control policy.  Public safety is not the issue.   The agenda is 
absolute power and control in the hands of government… tyranny.  Gun grabbers seem 
oblivious that their unconstitutional “laws” will ultimately provoke civil war or 
revolution.  Indeed, that may be the globalist objective per the mantra of the 19th Century 
Fabian socialist: “Out of chaos, order.”  Provoke civil unrest and anarchy, impose martial law, 
establish tyranny. 
 
Every gun control law diminishes and defeats the purpose of owning a firearm and is thereby an 
unconstitutional restriction on the right to keep and bear arms.  Despite protests to the 
contrary, the ultimate objective of gun control is gun confiscation which proponents of gun 
control obfuscate with incremental regulations and restrictions on guns, ammunition, and right 
to carry.  
 
If gun control advocates were truly motivated by a genuine desire for safety in our communities 
and public places, they would halt sanctuary for illegal aliens which undermines respect for the 
rule of law and encourages crimes against citizens and their property.   Armed citizens 
know  that the same crowd that seeks to disarm them supports open borders and the invasion 
of our country by hordes of illegals.  People “educated” by the state-controlled schools are 
unlikely to connect the two or comprehend the ramifications, but armed citizens know their 
rights and are not so easily duped.   
 
The government indoctrination centers suppress the historical fact that disarmed people are 
enslaved and killed.  Every tyrant in the 20th century registered firearms, confiscated them, and 
then proceeded to murder their political opposition by the millions.  Since gun grabbing 
socialists in this country also embrace the slaughter of innocents (abortion-infanticide) right up 
to full-term birth, it is no stretch to assume they will not hesitate to kill a disarmed population 
that opposes them.  The 100+ million people killed by socialist tyrants (Mao, Stalin, Hitler) in 
the 20th Century is a historical witness against any assertion to the contrary.   Unconstitutional 
legislation and government tyranny are to be feared, not an armed citizenry.   



 
Common sense should inform us that gun laws do not deter criminals but disarm law abiding 
citizens, exposing their lives and their property to serious harm.   Mass gun killings - most of 
which are false flag events immediately followed by socialist demands for more gun control - 
always occur in “gun free” zones.  Homicidal maniacs and rational people recognize these areas 
as prime targets, kill zones, because no viable resistance - with firearms anyway – is 
likely.  Every mass gun killing undergirds the critical importance of armed citizens 
everywhere.  In a free society police must not and cannot be omnipresent and are therefore no 
deterrent to mass murder.   Only an armed citizenry can deter criminal activity and constrain 
government overreach. 
 
Whenever legislation restricting a Constitutional right is considered, the Founders’ intent must 
always prevail.  Otherwise we have no Constitution and no rule of law, only the rule of men.  To 
refresh you in that regard, below are quotations from several Founders on the individual right 
to keep and bear arms.  
 
George Washington: 

• “ The very atmosphere of firearms anywhere and everywhere restrains evil interference.” 

• “Firearms are second only to the Constitution in importance; they are the people’s liberty 
teeth.”  

 
Thomas Jefferson: 

• “What country can preserve its liberties if their rulers are not warned from time to time 
that their people preserve the spirit of resistance. Let them take arms.”  

• “The laws that forbid the carrying of arms are laws of such a nature. They disarm only 
those who are neither inclined nor determined to commit crimes…. Such laws make 
things worse for the assaulted and better for the assailants; they serve rather to 
encourage than to prevent homicides, for an unarmed man may be attacked with 
greater confidence than an armed man.”  

• “The Constitution of most of our states (and of the United States) assert that all power is 
inherent in the people; that they may exercise it by themselves; that it is their right and 
duty to be at all times armed.” 

• “The most important reason for the right to bear arms is, as a last resort, a defense 
against tyranny in government.” 

 
George Mason: 

• “To disarm the people…[i]s the most effectual way to enslave them.” 
 
Noah Webster: 

• “Before a standing army can rule, the people must be disarmed; as they are in almost 
every kingdom of Europe. The supreme power in America cannot enforce unjust laws by 
the sword; because the whole body of the people are armed, and constitute a force 



superior to any bands of regular troops that can be, on any pretense, raised in the United 
States.” 

 
Patrick Henry: 

• “Guard with jealous attention the public liberty. Suspect everyone who approaches that 
jewel. Unfortunately, nothing will preserve it but downright force. Whenever you give up 
that force, you are ruined.... The great object is that every man be armed. Everyone who 
is able might have a gun." 

 
Samuel Adams: 

• “The Constitution shall never be construed to prevent the people of the United States 
who are peaceable citizens from keeping their own arms.” 

 
Richard Henry Lee: 

• “A militia when properly formed are in fact the people themselves…and include, 
according to the past and general usuage of the states, all men capable of bearing 
arms…  “To preserve liberty, it is essential that the whole body of the people always 
possess arms, and be taught alike, especially when young, how to use them.” 

 


